We examine the dynamics of a qubit stored in the motional degrees of freedom of an ultra-cold ion in an ion trap which is subject to the decoherence effects of a finite-temperature bath. We discover an encoding of the qubit, in two of the motional modes of the ion, which is stable against the occurrence of either none or one quantum jump. For the case of a zero-temperature bath we describe how to transfer only the information concerning the occurence of quantum jumps and their types to a measuring apparatus, without affecting the ion's motional state significantly. We then describe how to generate a unitary restoration of the qubit given the jump information, through Raman processes generated by a series of laser pulses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Is it possible to preserve quantum coherence in systems that are irreversibly coupled to the environment? Apart from being of fundamental interest, this question is of particular significance in the area of quantum information processing [1] , where the first two-bit quantum gate operations have been demonstrated in quantum optical systems such as trapped ions [2] , and optical cavities [3] . In this context the above question has been answered with "yes" through the developement of quantum error correction concepts, in which quantum coherence is preserved by exploiting multi-particle entanglement [4] . The realization of quantum gates using nuclear magnetic resonance and spin-spin coupling within a molecule [5] , has already allowed a test of simple ideas of such correction concepts [6] .
At present, perhaps the most promising implementation of a quantum information processor which comprises a small number of qubits is based on a linear ion trap as first proposed by Cirac and Zoller [7] . In most current formulations of such an ion trap computer [8, 9] , the qubits are stored in two electronic ground or metastable states of individual ions while the quantum "bus" connecting the various qubits is mediated by the ion's collective motional state either through the center-of-mass (CM) or higher excited modes. At the same time, recent experiments have shown that the decoherence effects in systems of trapped ions are dominated by decoherence of the motional state [8, 10] . This is also supported by theoretical investigations [11] [12] [13] .
The aim of this paper is to explore possibilities for motional error correction and to present a scheme which may be used to preserve quantum coherences in the motional state of trapped ions. We consider a single trapped ion whose motional degrees of freedom undergo finite-temperature dissipative dynamics as described by a thermal master equation [14] . In this situation we describe how quantum information, when stored in the motional (bosonic) degrees of freedom of a trapped ion, can be encoded in a way which allows its active stabilisation. For the zero-temperature case we explicitely demonstrate how such a stabilisation can be implemented in a trapped-ion system. This stabilisation can correct for the loss of a single excitation in the motional state and needs only a single ion while making use of two of the three degrees of freedom of the ion's motion. Such stabilisation techniques could be used to stabilise the "bus" from the effects of decoherence or, more speculatively, the stored qubits in a bosonic quantum computer [15] .
We will describe decoherence using the quantum jump approach [16] and base our stabilisation scheme on the concept of "quantum jump inversion" [17] . To begin with, we briefly review some of the underlying ideas and give an overview of the method that we will use to stabilise the quantum information. In Section II we outline the physics of the motion of the trapped ion while in Section III we go into detail regarding the short-time dissipative evolution and the derivation of the specific qubit encoding which allows the active stabilisation of the stored quantum information. In Section IV we describe our method of periodically detecting whether a quantum jump has occurred and if so, determine the type of jump. This step will involve a projective measurement of the ion's electronic states which does not significantly disturb the motion, a process which we discuss in Section IV B. Finally, in Section V, we show how the unitary inversion of the detected decoherence effects (quantum jumps) can be effected through adiabatic processes.
A. Decoherence and Quantum Jump Inversion
Our scheme is based on the concept of "quantum jump inversion" which was first presented by Mabuchi and Zoller [17] and represents a special example of the general formalism of reversible quantum operations as studied in detail by Nielsen and Caves [18] . We will make some use of their results in the following and briefly review them here, together with the underlying description of decoherence through the formalism of quantum trajectories [19, 20] and the quantum jump approach [16] .
In quantum optics, decoherence is described by coupling the system to an infinitely large reservoir which models the environment. The couplings between the system operators and the reservoir operators are usually assumed to be weak and linear. This allows one to derive a Markovian master equation for the dynamics of the system reduced density operatorρ , after tracing over the reservoir degrees of freedom [14] . The general form of this master equation is
whereĤ is the system Hamiltonian and the operatorsĈ m describe the different decay channels to the environment. TheĈ m originate from the linear coupling between system and environment and are proportional to the system operators which couple to the reservoir. An alternative approach to open quantum systems has been developed which describes the system through an ensemble of pure state evolutions through the formalism of quantum trajectories [19, 20] . In this method the system is continuously monitored by performing measurements on the state of the reservoir. Different measurement strategies lead to different conditioned evolutions of the system which are termed unravelings. More specifically, in the quantum jump method [16] , one obtains an unraveling of the master equation as arising from the conditioned evolution of the system where the conditioning is supplied by detecting the loss of system excitations through the counting of quanta in the environment. In the absence of any measurement counts the system evolution is governed by the non-Hermitian HamiltonianĤ
which differs from the system HamiltonianĤ due to the information that we acquire from not observing any counts. On the other hand, the information obtained from a detector count at a time t, associated with the decay channel m, conditions the state of the system according to
where |ψ(t−) and |ψ(t+) describe the state of the system immediately before and after the quantum jump, respectively. In their article, Mabuchi and Zoller [17] have formulated conditions for the reversibility of quantum jumps through unitary operations. We adopt here the more general notation of Nielsen and Caves [18] for the reversibility of quantum operations. Nielsen and Caves have shown that, given the initial state |ψ of a quantum system is known to lie in a specific subspace H 0 ⊂ H, of the entire system Hilbert space H, and the subspace H 0 has the property
then the action of the quantum operation as described byÂ is unitarily reversible. In other words, given Eq. (4) then there exists a unitary operationÛ , such thatÛÂ|ψ = µ|ψ , ∀|ψ ∈ H 0 , where µ is a real constant [18] . To illustrate the condition in Eq. (4), consider a system with a single bosonic degree of freedom, such as the electric field inside a single-mode resonator, and where H 0 is a two dimensional subspace of H and is spanned by two basis states |ψ + and |ψ − . If the quantum operationÂ =â, and describes a quantum jump corresponding to the loss of a photon from the resonator, then Eq. (4) implies that all states |ψ ∈ H 0 , possess the same mean cavity excitation number. Alternatively, Eq. (4) is satisfied if the basis states |ψ + and |ψ − are orthogonal, where |ψ ± possess the same mean excitation number and remain orthogonal after the quantum jump. It is clear that in this situation the coherence present in the subspace H 0 (in the form of a coherent superposition of the states |ψ + and |ψ − ) is not damaged through the action of the quantum operationÂ and it can be restored to the state prior to the quantum jump through a unitary process. Mabuchi and Zoller have exploited this fact to preserve quantum coherences in a specially constructed situation in cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) [17] . Following their work, Mensky [21] has studied the inversion of quantum jumps under the aspect of measurement reversibility. More recently, Vitali et al. [22] have proposed CQED schemes which are similar in spirit to that of Ref. [17] to protect quantum states in cavities employing continuous feedback methods.
B. Stabilization Strategy
In the following we outline how the strategy of quantum jump inversion can be modified and implemented to stabilise a qubit which is stored in the motional degrees of freedom of a trapped ion. The implementation of a quantum jump inversion scheme requires a priori knowledge about the decay channels that describe the effects of decoherence as in Eq. (1). We will assume that the motional degrees of freedom undergo finite-temperature dissipative dynamics which are described by a thermal master equation [14] . As we will show below, to derive a qubit encoding which allows the unitary inversion of the quantum jumps associated with this type of decoherence, it is sufficient to examine the case of a zero-temperature bath. This will considerably simplify our analysis. Irrespective of the particular choice of bath, the exact inversion of a quantum jump will require: (i) A special choice of motional subspace H 0 in which to encode a qubit such that the quantum jumps associated with a given type of decoherence are unitarily reversible, (ii) a mechanism for detecting quantum jumps without much disturbance of the motion, and (iii) a procedure which accomplishes the unitary inversion of the detected decoherence effect. While (i) is difficult, to satisfy (ii) and (iii) represents a serious challenge for an operational quantum jump inversion strategy.
Before we go into more detail about how the above mentioned requirements can be met in the physical situation of a trapped ion we mark the following general considerations. The effects of motional decoherence that have been observed in recent trapped ion experiments are believed to be due to technical noise [10] . In this situation, even though one can obtain master equations for the motional dynamics of the ions [11, 12] , it is difficult to isolate the particular environment to which the system is coupled. Even in those cases where a physical quantum bath can be identified, it is extremely difficult to monitor the system through the quantum information transferred to the reservoir. The energies of the motional excitations are too small to be easily detected. Thus, to determine if a quantum jump has occurred we propose to periodically perform projective measurements on the system directly without gaining any information on the stored quantum superposition, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This is a significant difference to the original formulation of a quantum jump inversion scheme [17] , where the dissipative system dynamics are continuously monitored by imposing detectors directly on the environment output channels and it makes our scheme more akin to quantum error correction schemes [4] . The main consequence of this modification lies in the fact that our quantum jump detection scheme cannot reveal when in the time interval between successive projective measurements the quantum jump occurred. We will however still be able to unitarily invert the decoherence effects caused by such a jump.
To deduce the proper encoding for the qubit we examine, in Section III, the effects of motional decoherence associated with a zero-temperature master equation given that the initial motional state of the system |ψ vib lies in the subspace H 0 ⊂ H, which is spanned by two basis states |ψ ± , and where H is the entire motional Hilbert space. As mentioned above this is sufficient to obtain an encoding which allows the unitary inversion of the quantum jumps associated with the more general, finite-temperature reservoir. Based on the condition given in Eq. (4) we show that for the decoherence effects to be unitarily reversible both in the case of a detected quantum jump, and in the absence of a detection event, requires that the basis states |ψ ± comprise of at least two bosonic modes. We therefore propose to encode the qubit as
in two of the ion's motional degrees of freedom. In this situation, the effects of decoherence cause the system to evolve into a mixed statê
on a time scale which is short compared with the characteristic decay time. Here, |ψ 0 ∈ H 0 , |ψ 1 ∈ H 1 , and |ψ 2 ∈ H 2 . Since the projective measurements which accomplish the detection of quantum jumps need to discriminate between the three parts in the above mixture, we require the three subspaces H 0 , H 1 and H 2 to be mutually orthogonal. These constraints will lead us to the choice
for the basis motional states where |n x , n y denotes a two-dimensional motional Fock state. The detection of quantum jumps in the motional state of the trapped ion represents step (i) in the schematic depiction of our stabilisation scheme given in Fig. 1 . This step consists of two parts. First, a Raman induced process serves to entangle the mixed state given above in Eq. (6), with orthogonal electronic states of the ion, thereby transferring information about the occurrence of quantum jumps into the electronic degrees of freedom. Following this entanglement operation, which we discuss in Section IV A, we perform a measurement of the ion's electronic degrees of freedom which projects the state from the mixture in Eq. (6) into a pure state. The projection could, in principle, be done using quantum jump techniques [23, 24] . However, in the situation where we aim to protect the motional state of an ion from the effects of decoherence we cannot tolerate the recoil from scattering a large number of photons as this would lead to motional excitation and irreversibly change the motional state [25] . Instead, for the second step of the quantum jump detection, we propose in Section IV B an alternative projective measurement which is based on the "photon gun" scheme discussed by Gheri et al. [26] , where the ion is surrounded by a low-Q optical cavity. Dependent on the ion's electronic state a laser pulse triggers the transmission of a single-photon state out of the cavity where the projection can be accomplished through photodetection. In the Lamb-Dicke limit [27, 28] we can practically eliminate any motional recoil suffered by the ion while still obtaining a signal whether a quantum jump has occurred or not. In effect, we are coupling in another output channel to interrogate the system in addition to those channels coupling the system to the reservoir.
The unitary inversion of the detected quantum jumps which is schematically depicted as step (ii) in Fig. 1 represents perhaps the most essential part of the stabilization scheme. This is addressed in Section V. In the case where no quantum jump has been detected the ion is left in its initial motional state as given in Eq. (5) and no further manipulation is required to restore the quantum information to the original basis states. In the case where a quantum jump has been detected, we describe, using two adiabatic transfer processes and an intermediate resonant step, how one can unitarily invert the decoherence effects associated with this quantum jump. The involved processes have the advantage that they are mostly achieved via adiabatic passage and thus are not subject to noise due to spontaneous emission nor do they suffer from the strict timing constraints imposed by resonant processes. The laser arrangements needed to effect this unitary inversion of the detected decoherence effects are not overly complex and may be experimentally feasible.
In our analysis of the processes that constitute step (i) and (ii) in the schematic depiction of our stabilisation scheme in Fig. 1 we will neglect all effects of decoherence during the corresponding operations. In this situation, if the detection and inversion processes are performed with a period τ which is rapid when compared with the characteristic decoherence time γ −1 the probability for more than one quantum jump to occur in between two successive projective measurements becomes negligible since this is proportional to (γτ) 2 , [19] . The detection and unitary inversion of single quantum jumps then stabilises the quantum information stored in the system.
The stabilisation scheme presented here allows the deterministic (unitary) restoration of quantum information which is to be contrasted with previous proposals where the correction contains probabilistic (non-unitary) elements [29] .
II. THE TRAPPING MODEL
Here we briefly introduce the trapping model that we use for the analysis of our stabilisation scheme. This includes the description of the quantised motion of the trapped ion, the relevant internal electronic structure and the associated decoherence effects.
Consider the quantized CM motion of a single ion which is confined within a trap potential that can be closely approximated as being harmonic and which is characterized by the three frequencies of oscillation, ν x , ν y , and ν z along the x, y, and z directions [30, 31] . As mentioned above we propose to encode the qubit in the two bosonic degrees of freedom which are represented by the ion's harmonic motion along the x and y directions. We restrict our analysis to those two motional degrees of freedom since the ion's motion along the z direction plays no role in our scheme. The only decoherence effect that we include in our model is motional decoherence. To avoid any loss of quantum coherence within the electronic degrees of freedom we require a scheme in which spontaneous emission is highly suppressed. We therefore assume that the relevant electronic degrees of freedom form a Λ system as depicted in Fig. 2(a) , and that the electronic dynamics are confined to the two states |a and |b which we choose to be two ground state hyperfine levels. These are coupled by M1 and E2 transitions at best so that we can safely neglect any spontaneous emission between those states [32] . At the same time the |a ⇔ |b transition can be driven by two laser beams connecting the ground states |a and |b through a common excited state |c in a stimulated Raman scheme [33, 34] , which we briefly review in Appendix A. To give a specific example for the realization of an effective three-level scheme as indicated in Fig. 2(a) we have drawn in Fig. 2 (b) the relevant energy level structure of Be which, for example, was used in a series of experiments in the group of Wineland at NIST [2, 8, 10] .
Because the trap potential is harmonic, the position and momentum operators can be written in terms of creation and annihilation operators for the trap quantâ
and similarly forŷ, and where m is the mass of the ion. The free Hamiltonian of the system then takes the formĤ
where ω a and ω b denote the energy of the two ground state hyperfine levels and ω c is the energy of the electronic excited state. We assume that the motional degrees of freedom in the x and y directions undergo finite-temperature dissipative dynamics which are described by a master equation of the form given in Eq. (1) , and where the associated decay channels are described by the operatorŝ
and the quantity n gives the mean excitation number of the reservoir [14] . Note that for simplicity we have assumed the decay rate γ to be the same for the x and y directions. In Section III, we show how a qubit can be encoded in the motional degrees of freedom, such that the quantum jumps associated with the decay channel operators given in Eq. (8) can be unitarily inverted. In Sections IV and V where we present our specific proposal for the implementation of a stabilisation scheme in a trapped-ion system we specialize to the zero-temperature case where n = 0, and we are left with the channel operatorŝ C x,y = √ γâ x,y . We have chosen this simple form of decoherence to exemplify our general strategy and to give an explicit implementation for all the steps in our stabilisation scheme.
III. DISSIPATIVE SYSTEM EVOLUTION AND STABLE BASIS STATES
In this section we discuss the dissipative system evolution and, given the form of the master equation as in Eq. (1) together with the channel operators in Eq. (8) , deduce the orthogonal basis states |ψ ± which allow the unitary inversion of the associated decoherence effects. We refer to such states as stable.
Before we go into more detail about the dissipative system evolution, we note that for the derivation of stable basis states for a finite-temperature master equation it is sufficient to consider the zero-temperature case. The reason for this is that the unitary reversibility of a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x implies the unitary reversibility of a quantum jump through the decay channelĈ x . This becomes clear from the following argument. If a subspace H 0 satisfies the condition given in Eq. (4) for the quantum operationÂ =Ĉ x which describes a quantum jump through the decay channelĈ x , then the subspace H 0 also satisfies the condition in Eq. (4) for the quantum operationÂ =Ĉ x associated with the decay channelĈ x . This follows directly from the form of the channel operators as in Eq. (8) and the commutation relation [â x ,â † x ] = 1, for the bosonic creation and annihilation operators. The same argument holds for the decay channelsĈ y andĈ y . In the following we will therefore only consider the zero-temperature case where the dissipative system dynamics are described by the master equation
with the channel operatorsĈ x,y = √ γâ x,y , and where we have transformed into the interaction picture ofĤ 0 which is given in Eq. (7) . For simplicity we have further assumed that the system is only subject to its free dynamics.
We are interested in the decoherence effects during the time interval t ∈ [t 0 , t 0 + τ], in between two of the successive projective measurements which serve to detect quantum jumps (see Fig. 1 ). To examine these decoherence effects in more detail consider the system evolution starting from the initially pure stateρ (t 0 ) = |ψ el ψ el | ⊗ |ψ vib ψ vib |, where |ψ el denotes the initial electronic state which we include for completeness here although it remains unaffected by the dissipative evolution. The initial vibrational state |ψ vib = c − |ψ − + c + |ψ + encodes a qubit in the two basis states |ψ − and |ψ + which span the subspace H 0 ⊂ H, of the ions motional Hilbert space. During the time interval t ∈ [t 0 , t 0 + τ], we do not monitor the dissipative system evolution and the system dynamics suffers motional decoherence as described by the master equation in Eq. (9) . Given this master equation the time evolved density operator ρ (t) can be expressed with the help of a Dyson expansion [14, 35] 
where we sum over all possible sequences of {j n , ..., j 1 } and where j i ∈ {x, y}. In this expression the density operatorρ (t) is written as a mixture of pure states which result from the non-Hermitian time evolutionÛ
, and interrupted by quantum jumps through the action of the operatorsĈ x,y = √ γâ x,y . We can rewrite Eq. (10) as a sum over sub-ensemblesρ nxny (t) which are characterized by the number of quantum jumps n x,y that these sub-ensembles have suffered through the decay channelsĈ x,y in the time t without specifying the exact times of the jumps [35] ,
Here the states |ψ nxny (t) are normalized, so that the quantities p nxny give the probabilities for the state |ψ nxny (t) in the mixture. To leading order in γt we have p nxny ∝ (γt) nx+ny , [35] . We keep the sub-ensemble decomposition as in Eq. (12) and for times γτ 1 we neglect all p nxny of order (γτ) 2 and higher to obtainρ
where we have let t 0 = 0, for convenience. The mixture in Eq. (13) is of the form given in Eq. (6) and serves as our starting point to deduce the stable orthogonal basis states |ψ ± . The three terms in the mixture have the following interpretation. The first term corresponds to the system evolving without any quantum jumps, whereas the second and the third term describe the dissipative effects of a single quantum jump through the decay channelĈ x and C y , respectively, without specifying the exact time of the jump. From Eq. (10) the three contributions to the mixture can be further evaluated to give
where |ψ 0x,0y (τ ) ∈ H 0x,0y , |ψ 1x,0y (τ) ∈ H 1x,0y , |ψ 0x,1y (τ) ∈ H 0x,1y , andÛ (τ ) has been defined in Eq. (11) . Given that these three subspaces of the motional Hilbert space are mutually orthogonal, the mixture in Eq. (13) can be projected into one of the three terms as we will show in Section IV below. We now consider the conditions for the unitary reversibility of the decoherence effects associated with the three possible outcomes of this projective measurement as described by Eqs. (14) - (16).
A. Reversibility of No-Jump Evolution
First, consider the dissipative system evolution in the absence of quantum jumps as described by Eq. (14) . Following Eq. (4) the associated decoherence effects are unitarily reversible if
and where H 0 is spanned by |ψ ± . It is not possible to find two orthogonal states |ψ ± , which satisfy this condition for arbitrary times τ , if they are restricted to a single degree of freedom of the ion's motion. This becomes clear from the following argument. Let the two basis states |ψ ± = n c ± n |n , where |n denote Fock states of the ion's motion along, say, the x direction. For the decoherence effects in the absence of quantum jumps to be reversible for those basis states we will require from Eq. (17)
which implies |c
, and the state |ψ − can be written as |ψ − = n c + n e iφn |n . Now, for the basis states |ψ ± to be orthogonal the phases φ n cannot all be equal and there exists a pair of phases φ n1 = φ n2 . We can then define a superposition state |ψ = (|ψ + − e −iφn 1 |ψ − )/ √ 2, which obviously satisfies |ψ ∈ H 0 but for which Eq. (17) is not satisfied as can be easily shown. We have performed a numerical search and found orthogonal single-mode states which satisfy Eq. (17) for specific times τ. However, these states depend on the particular value of τ and γ which limits their applicability and we will not present any further analysis of such states here.
For the orthogonal basis states to be stable and independent of the period τ of the projective measurements that serve to detect quantum jumps, they have to comprise of at least two bosonic modes. To derive such states in two of the ion's motional degrees of freedom we impose
on the basis states |ψ ± , which span H 0 . This choice satisfies Eq. (17) and ensures that the dissipative evolution in the absence of quantum jumps is unitarily reversible. In fact, Eq. (18) implieŝ
so that the subspace H 0 remains invariant and H 0x,0y = H 0 . The general form for states satisfying Eq. (18) is |ψ ± = N n=0 c ± n |n, N − n , where Γ = γN/2, and where |n x , n y denote the usual number state basis for the ion's harmonic motion in the x and y directions.
B. Reversibility of Quantum Jumps
To continue our analysis of the stable basis states we consider the conditions for the unitary reversibility of the decoherence effects associated with a single quantum jump as described by Eqs. (15) and (16) . Following Eq. (4) these decoherence effects are unitarily reversible if
where we have used Eq. (19) . These conditions were satisfied in the CQED situation of Ref. [17] by choosing |ψ + = |2, 0 , and |ψ − = |0, 2 , together with the fact that the master equation, as given in Eq. (9), is form invariant under the general Bogolyubov transformation
and the operatorsĈ x,y fulfill the conditions of Eq. (20) for θ = π/4. In Ref. [17] the detected quantum jumps were associated with the operatorsĈ x,y , for the values θ = π/4 and φ = 0. In general, for the same underlying master equation, the quantum trajectories formalism yields different unravelings for different forms of the operatorsĈ x,y . The particular values of the parameters θ and φ are determined by the associated measurement strategy which monitors the dissipative system evolution. For θ = π/4, these measurements yield no information on the superposition of the basis states |ψ ± , and, so long as one can physically realize such stabilizing measurements, one can unitarily invert a quantum jump which occurs though either theĈ x orĈ y decay channel. In the scheme of Ref. [17] , the measurement which stabilizes the unknown quantum superposition against a single quantum jump is accomplished through the use of a beam-splitter [36] . In our case, however, to perform an analogous measurement, that of detecting the loss of rotational quanta (when θ = π/4 and φ = π/2), is difficult. Instead we make use of a duality which exists between the form of the basis states and the stabilizing measurement. We choose,
where the states 
For φ = π/2, these are Schwinger two-mode rotational states. One can show that forĈ x,y = √ γâ x,y the above basis states |ψ ± satisfy the conditions given in Eqs. (17) and (20) . However, as we have discussed in Section I B, to accomplish the detection of quantum jumps we require that the decoherence effects described by Eqs. (14) - (16), must lead to mutually orthogonal subspaces of the motional Hilbert space. For the above basis states |ψ ± this is not the case since they lead to H 1x,0y = H 0x,1y = span {|1, 0 , |0, 1 } . The orthogonality requirement can however be satisfied by doubling all the excitation numbers in the basis states, and we define
where we have given the most general form with non-zero relative phases φ 1 and φ 2 . These states are stable and represent the main result of this section. They span a subspace H 0 which satisfies the conditions given in Eqs. (17) and (20), so that the decoherence effects associated with either a single jump or no jump, are unitarily reversible. Given an initial vibrational state |ψ vib = c − |ψ − 0 + c + |ψ + 0 which encodes an arbitrary superposition in the stable basis states |ψ ± 0 , we find from Eqs. (14) - (16) |ψ
and the probabilities in the mixture of Eq. (13) 
and we have taken φ 1,2 = 0 in the definition of the stable basis states in Eq. (22) . Due to the very special properties of these basis states, the decoherence effects cause the unknown superposition state |ψ vib = c − |ψ − 0 + c + |ψ + 0 to evolve into a mixture of superpositions with identical coefficients c ± , but in orthogonal subspaces. If, through the proper measurement, we learn only which Hilbert subspace the system resides, then that subspace possesses an exact copy of the original qubit state and through a unitary manipulation we can restore this information to H 0 . This does not contradict the no-cloning theorem [37] , since once we have made the measurement, the "copies" of the qubit in the other Hilbert subspaces are lost. We emphasize that the basis states derived in Eq. (22) are stable in the presence of a finite-temperature reservoir even though for their derivation it was sufficient to consider the zero-temperature case. It is straightforward to show that the subspace H 0 ≡ span {|ψ + 0 , |ψ − 0 }, also satisfies the conditions given in Eqs. (17) and (20) for the finite-temperature case where the associated decay channel operators are given by Eq. (8) . In this context we note that recent work on the more formal aspects of states of bosonic systems that can be stabilized in the presence of a zero-temperature reservoir has also uncovered the states given in Eq. (22) and many more complicated multi-mode states [38] . In addition to the results reported in Ref. [38] the analysis presented here demonstrates the potential of those states for the more general, finite-temperature case. In the remainder of this paper we concentrate on the case of a zero-temperature reservoir as we have already noted above.
IV. DETECTION OF DECOHERENCE PROCESSES
In the following we discuss how to detect the decoherence processes associated with the master equation given in Eq. (9). More specifically, based on our specific choice of encoding information in the motional basis states derived in Eq. (22), we present a method that determines whether a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x orĈ y has occurred. The corresponding processes constitute step (i) in our stabilisation scheme as depicted in Fig. 1 .
The detection of a quantum jump is accomplished in two steps. The first step serves to generate an "error syndrome" which only carries information about the effects of decoherence. To be more specific, given that the initial electronic state of the ion |ψ el = |a , we show in Section IV A how to entangle the mixed state that results from the decoherence processes, as in Eq. (13), with the electronic states |a and |b . In essence, we generate a unitary operatorÛ ent , which, in its generic form, is described bŷ
where H ent is a specific subspace of the ion's motional Hilbert space and H ⊥ ent is the orthocomplement of H ent . It is important that this operation leaves the motional state |ψ vib unaffected. Also it is necessary that the operatorÛ ent entangles the motional subspaces H ⊥ ent and H ent with the electronic states |a and |b without supplying any further information on the vibrational state |ψ vib . This can be accomplished by making use of our a priori knowledge of the motional basis states and the decoherence processes discussed in Section III. The above entanglement process produces a binary signature in form of the ion's electronic state which serves as our error syndrome. The second step of our quantum jump detection scheme serves to "read out" this error syndrome. This is accomplished through a projective measurement of the ion's electronic state which we discuss in Section IV B. Following the entanglement operation given in Eq. (28), the detection of the ion in the electronic state |a (|b ) amounts to projecting the motional state of the ion onto the subspace H ⊥ ent (H ent ). Before we describe in detail how the error syndrome can be generated and read out we briefly elaborate further on the sequence of operations which constitute step (i) in Fig. 1 . First, the detection of a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x is accomplished through constructing the entanglement operation such that H ent = H 1x0y in Eq. (28) . A subsequent measurement of the ion in the electronic state |ψ el = |b is then equivalent to the detection of a quantum jump as described by Eq. (15) , and the motion of the ion is projected into the pure state given in Eq. (24) . If, on the other hand, the projective measurement yields the result |ψ el = |a , for the electronic state of the ion, no quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x has occurred and the ion is left in a mixture of the states given in Eqs. (23) and (25) . Irrespective of the outcome of this first projective measurement we then determine whether or not a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ y has occured. The corresponding procedure is identical to the one which serves to detect a quantum jump through the decay channelĈ x but where now H ent = H 0x1y for generating the error syndrome. If through the first measurement we have detected a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x the outcome of the second measurement will always be |ψ el = |a and we do not obtain further information. However, for the case where no quantum jump through the decay channelĈ x has occured, the outcome |ψ el = |b for the second projective measurement corresponds to the detection of a quantum jump as described by Eq. (16) and projects the ion into the pure motional state given in Eq. (25) . On the other hand the measurement of the ion in the electronic state |ψ el = |a for a second time implies that no quantum jump has occurred through either of the decay channels and the ion is projected into the pure motional state given in Eq. (23) . The second projective measurement thereby completes the sequence of operations that constitute step (i) in Fig. 1 and leaves the ion in a definite, pure motional state. From this the original motional state can be restored in step (ii) of our stabilisation scheme as indicated in Fig. 1 and as we describe in Section V. In the following we now detail the processes which accomplish the generation and reading out of the error syndrome.
A. Entanglement Stage
The physical process that we use to generate the essential part of the entanglement operation given in Eq. (28) is a resonant stimulated Raman transition between the two ground states |a and |b in a specific laser geometry. This generates Rabi oscillations between the states |a and |b where the Rabi frequency depends on the ion's motional state. An essential requirement for the generation of the desired entanglement is the accurate control of the phases acquired through these Rabi oscillations. We therefore consider time dependent laser pulses characterized through their dimensionless pulse shape f (t) to generate the Raman transitions, and the phase of the Rabi oscillations is controlled through the generalized pulse area
For the generation of the error syndrome associated with the decay channelsĈ x andĈ y , we will be interested in the case where the Raman-induced Rabi oscillations are only sensitive to the ion's motion along one of the principal axes. As shown in Appendix A, this can be realized by resonantly exciting the two-photon transition |a ⇔ |b with two plane waves having wavevectors k a and k b , and where the wavevector difference δk = k a − k b is aligned with that axis. The resulting Hamiltonian is given bŷ
where j = x for the case of aligning δk with the x axis, and j = y for the case of aligning δk with the y axis. The symbols η x and η y denote the Lamb-Dicke parameters
for the case j = x, y, as explained above, and ∆x 0 = ( /2ν x m) 1/2 and ∆y 0 = ( /2ν y m) 1/2 give the widths of the motional ground state along the x and the y direction, respectively. The Raman coupling constant g(t) ∝ f (t) 2 and its exact form is given in Eq. (A4). To generate the required entanglement operations we assume the Lamb-Dicke limit [27, 28] We first address the question of detecting whether a quantum jump associated with the operator C x = √ γâ x has occurred. The corresponding error syndrome is generated through an entanglement operation as in Eq. (28) 
along the x direction are odd , whereas for states |ψ vib ∈ H 0x0y ⊕ H 0x1y the motional excitation numbers n x are even, as seen from Eqs. (22), (26) and (27) . With this in mind, we construct a laser exciting field where the induced stimulated Raman transition is only sensitive to the ion's motion along the x direction. More specifically, we realize the essential part of the above entanglement operation through the unitary time evolution generated by the Hamiltonian
for a specific choice of the generalized pulse area given in Eq. (29) . This form of Hamiltonian has previously been discussed as a degenerate Raman-coupled model in the context of CQED [39] . More recently, Gerry has shown how such an interaction may be realized for a trapped ion by driving a dipole transition in a specific laser arrangement [40] .
For the dipole-forbidden |a ⇔ |b transition which is relevant to us here, the form of coupling given in Eq. (32) can be generated through a resonant stimulated Raman transition between the electronic states |a and |b which is induced by two pairs of laser beams as shown in Fig. 3 . The first pair of Raman lasers is arranged so that the wavevector difference δk
b , is aligned with the x axis. Following Eq. (30) this generates the Hamiltonian
where we have assumed the Lamb-Dicke limit [27] , and kept only the leading order terms in the LambDicke parameter η = η (1) x . The second pair of Raman lasers serves to cancel the zeroth-order contribution in this Hamiltonian which is insensitive to the motional state of the ion. The laser geometry is arranged such that the wavevector difference δk (2) 
since η
y = 0. The combination of the two pairs of Raman lasers is described by the Hamiltonian H =Ĥ
(1) +Ĥ (2) , if the stimulated absorption and emission processes induced by the laser excitations can be treated separately for the two pairs of Raman beams. This is the case if the detunings ∆ (1) and ∆ (2) of the lasers from the excited state |c (Eq. (A2)) are chosen sufficiently different for the two pairs of Raman beams as depicted in Fig. 3(b) . In this situation, and if we assume the laser phases and amplitudes to be arranged such that g (2) (1) (t), the laser exciting field described above generates the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (32) and the coupling constant
For the Hamiltonian in Eq. (32) one can calculate the unitary operator which describes the resulting time evolution to beÛ
whereχ = |g|â † xâ x , and we have further assumed g = i|g| for the phase of the coupling constant. The generalized pulse area A is given by Eq. (29). If we now choose A = π/2|g|, we obtain the mappinĝ
for the basis states |ψ ± x which are given in Eq. (26) and which span the motional subspace H 1x0y associated with the decay channelĈ x . On the other hand, for the basis states |ψ ± 0 and |ψ ± y which are given in Eqs. (22) and (27) , and which span the motional subspace H 0x0y ⊕ H 0x1y , the time evolution generates the mappingÛ
so that the laser arrangement described above generates the essential feature of the entanglement operation given in Eq. (28) . It transfers the binary information as to whether or not a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x has occurred, into the electronic degrees of freedom. However, the Raman-induced operation does not leave the motional state of the ion unaffected. As seen from Eqs. (37) and (38) , it interchanges the basis states that encode the quantum information in the subspaces H 0x0y , H 1x0y and H 0x1y . However, after determining whether or not a quantum jump has occurred through thê C x channel, we must repeat the interrogation to determine whether or not a jump has occurred through theĈ y channel. This second interrogation again interchanges the motional basis states and thus after both steps are completed, the motional state is returned to its original configuration. The detection of the quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ y is achieved through an almost identical procedure. The corresponding error syndrome is generated through the entanglement operation
This mapping is generated in an almost identical manner as the one which serves to generate the error syndrome for the decay channelĈ x . The unitary operatorÛ (A) y can be realized through resonantly driving the |a ⇔ |b transition with two pairs of Raman lasers as described above but in a slightly different laser geometry. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The first pair of lasers is now arranged so that the wavevector difference δk (1) 
b , is aligned with the y axis, and the resulting Raman transition is only sensitive to the motion of the ion along the y axis. The geometry of the second pair of Raman lasers and the arrangement of the laser phases and amplitudes remain the same, so that with the replacement x → y the analysis is identical to the discussion that led us from Eq. (33) to Eq. (36) . The resulting time evolution is described byÛ
whereχ = |g|â † yây , and the coupling constant g is defined in Eq. (35) . With the choice A = π/2|g|, the time evolution generates the mapping given in Eq. (39) and the error syndrome for the detection of quantum jumps associated with the decay channelĈ y can be read out through a measurement of the ion's electronic states |a and |b as we will describe in Section IV B below.
To give an estimate of the time scales involved in the entanglement stage discussed here, we consider the specific example of Be + ions and associate the electronic states |a , |b and |c as indicated in Fig. 2(b) . This is the level scheme that was employed by Monroe et al. [2] , for the first demonstration of quantum logic with trapped ions and in further experiments in the group of Wineland at NIST [8, 10] . To remain specific we model the explicit time dependence of the laser pulses through the dimensionless pulse shape
where T L denotes the pulse duration. We can then evaluate the generalized pulse area in Eq. (29) to obtain A = 3T L /8. The generation of the error syndrome through the entanglement operations in Eqs. (37) - (39) requires A = π/2|g|, for the pulse area which implies T L = 4π/3|g|, for the pulse duration. To estimate this time we calculate the value of |g| from Eq. (35) . We assume |g (1) |/2π = 500kHz for the peak value of the coupling constant generated by the first pair of Raman lasers as in Eq. (33) and η = 0.2, for the corresponding Lamb-Dicke parameter. These are parameters taken from the experiment reported in [10] . From Eq. (35) we find |g|/2π = 20kHz, and obtain
for the duration of the pulse which generates the error syndrome. This can be shortened through an increase in the value of |g|. However, to remain within the validity of our analysis we have to consider the limit set by the vibrational rotating wave approximation that was made in Appendix A in deriving the Hamiltonian in Eq. (30). This limit is given by the off-resonant excitation of the first vibrational sideband through the first pair of Raman lasers and requires η|g (1) |/ν x,y 1, [42] . For the quoted experimental parameters and ν x,y /2π = 10MHz, [10] , we find η|g (1) |/ν x,y = 10 −2 , so that the duration of the entanglement operation may be shortened by one order of magnitude. To go further would however require an increase in the trap frequency to remain within the low-excitation regime.
It is important to contrast the entanglement operation described here with the transfer of a quantum state between atomic ground-state Zeeman sublevels and bosonic degrees of freedom as described by Parkins et al. through adiabatic processes in a CQED situation [43] . There, a quantum state is transferred, whereas the entanglement operation described here leaves the vibrational state |ψ vib unchanged and transfers information as to whether this states lies in a specific subspace of the motional Hilbert space.
B. Projective Measurement
We now turn to the second step of our quantum jump detection scheme which reads out the error syndrome generated through the entanglement operation discussed above. As we have already mentioned, this second step consists of a projective measurement of the ion's electronic state. This measurement must not significantly disturb the motional state of the ion which we aim to stabilise here. Existing measurement procedures such as atomic shelving and resonance fluorescence [23, 24] entail the emission of a large number of spontaneous photons in the typical experimental situation where detector efficiency is less than unity and the solid angle covered is not the full 4π. In these measurement strategies the center of mass of the ion receives numerous spontaneous emission recoil kicks in random directions which results in an overall heating of the ion's motion. To avoid this we employ a technique which has been discussed in the literature for the generation of single photon wavepackets [26, 44] . We adopt here the scheme of Gheri et al. [26] , where a Λ-type three-level atom (in our case the ion whose internal level structure is shown in Fig. 2 ) is surrounded by a low-Q optical cavity and excited by a time-dependent laser pulse. The laser and cavity electric fields couple the two ground states |a and |b through a resonant two-photon process and induce a stimulated Raman transition between those states. The excited state |c is detuned by a large enough amount ∆ that it is never appreciably excited and spontaneous emission events can be faithfully neglected. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5 . We show below how, with suitable approximations, the ion's electronic and motional degrees of freedom decouple so that the ioncavity system reduces to the model considered by Gheri et al.. We will not go into the detailed solutions to the dissipative dynamics since these are discussed in Ref. [26] . Gheri et al. have shown that if the initial electronic state |ψ el = |b , then the laser pulse transfers the electronic population into state |a and simultaneously excites the cavity mode which rapidly decays into the external field in the form of a single photon wavepacket. More specifically, in the bad cavity regime where κ |g(t)|, they derive an explicit solution to the dynamics of the ion-cavity system [26] . Using this solution the probability P (t) for a single photon to be transmitted from the cavity during the time interval [0, t] can be calculated as shown in Ref. [44] and we obtain
where κ is the decay rate of the cavity field amplitude, and g(t) denotes the Raman coupling constant for the transition between the two ground states |a and |b . Note that
, where E L (t) = f(t)E L denotes the electric field amplitude of the external laser pulse and determines the time dependence of g(t) through the pulse envelope f (t). For a sufficiently large pulse area, the exponential term in Eq. (43) becomes negligible and P (t) ≈ 1. This implies that if the initial state of the ion |ψ el = |b , then the laser pulse triggers the transmission of a single-photon wavepacket from the cavity with almost unit probability. In this situation the detection of a transmitted photon through placing a detector in the cavity output channel as indicated in Fig. 5(a) constitutes, to a very good approximation, a measurement of the ion in its electronic state |b . On the other hand, if the initial electronic state |ψ el = |a , no photon is generated since the frequencies of the cavity and laser electric fields are assumed to be significantly different from each other, so that they only generate transitions associated with their own channels as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Therefore, the absence of a detection event represents a measurement of the ion in its electronic state |a . Note that irrespective of the measurement outcome the ion is left in its electronic state |ψ el = |a after the measurement. In the following we show how the ion-cavity system depicted in Fig. 5 reduces, in the low-excitation regime [42] and the Lamb-Dicke limit [27, 28] , to the model considered by Gheri et al. [26] . The Hamiltonian which describes the free evolution of the electronic, motional and cavity degrees of freedom is given byĤ
where the operatorsÂ (Â † ) are the bosonic annihilation (creation) operators for the single-mode cavity field excitations and ω C denotes the cavity-mode frequency. As depicted in Fig. 5(b) we are considering a resonant two-photon transition between the states |a and |b and assume the triggering laser pulse and the cavity mode to be detuned by the same amount ∆ from the excited state |c . The corresponding electric fields are given by
where k L denotes the wavevector of the laser and k C describes the mode function of the cavity. As seen from the expression for the cavity electric field, we assume the ion to be positioned at an antinode of the cavity field mode to minimize the coupling between the ion's electronic and motional degrees of freedom which arises from the electric field gradients [8] . In the rotating frame defined by the Hamiltonian H =Ĥ 0 − ∆|c c|, whereĤ 0 is given in Eq. (44), the coherent dynamics of the system are described by the HamiltonianĤ
where the coupling constants g L (t) = b|℘|c E L (t)/ , and g C = a|℘|c E C / , in terms of the laser pulse amplitude E L (t) and the electric field per photon E C inside the cavity. 
as shown in Ref. [34] . The first two terms in this expression correspond to optical Stark shifts arising from the adiabatic elimination of the excited state and we have introduced the abbreviations
The last two terms describe the stimulated Raman transition between the two ground states |a and |b , and g(t) = g C g * L (t)/∆ denotes the corresponding Raman coupling constant. To demonstrate how the dynamics described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (47) reduce to that of the model of Gheri et al. [26] , we first perform the vibrational rotating wave approximation [28] . To this end we expand the position operators in Eq. (47) in terms of the vibrational creation and annihilation operatorsâ † x,y andâ x,y in normal-ordered form [45] . We then assume the low excitation regime, where δ a , δ b (t) ν x,y , and the Stark shifts produced by the laser and cavity electric fields are small when compared with the vibrational energy level spacing [42] . This implies that the resonance conditions are not significantly modified. Keeping only resonant terms in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (47) we obtain
where the only time dependence stems from the envelope of the external laser pulse. In writing Eq. (48) we have further assumed that the corresponding pulse turn-on and off is slow when compared with the trap frequencies ν x and ν y . This implies that the duration of the laser pulse needs to be long when compared with ν −1
x,y , to avoid the excitation of vibrational sidebands through frequency components within the bandwidth of the pulse. In Eq. (48) we have introduced the Lamb-Dicke parameters η L = k L ∆x 0 and η C = k C ∆y 0 for the transitions that are coupled through the laser and cavity electric fields, respectively. In the Lamb-Dicke limit [27, 28] , η L,C 1, and we keep only the lowest order terms in the Lamb-Dicke parameters to obtainĤ
so that the motional degrees of freedom decouple and the system depicted in Fig. 5 reduces to the scheme of Gheri et al. where only the electronic and cavity degrees of freedom participate in the dynamics. In the bad-cavity regime the cavity decay rate κ sets the fastest time scale in the system and dominates the dynamics of the |a ⇔ |b transition inhibiting any Rabi oscillations between the states |a and |b . In
for the ion-cavity state before the cavity excitation has been lost to the external field and where |n C denote the usual number states for the electric field inside the cavity. With this result the probability of detecting a single photon during the time interval [0, t] can be calculated as P (t) = 2κ t 0 ψ(t )|Â †Â |ψ(t ) dt , if an ideal photodetector is used [44] . From this we obtain the expression in Eq. (43), where the time dependence is essentially controlled through the triggering laser pulse.
We have already mentioned that for a near perfect projective measurement of the ion's electronic degrees of freedom we require
for the argument of the exponential term in Eq. (43) . This can be achieved through a sufficiently large pulse area or pulse duration which we have denoted by T L here. To further elaborate on this condition we consider again the specific example of Be + ions as indicated in Fig. 2(b) . For the value of the cavity decay rate and the ion-cavity coupling strength we assume κ/2π = 750kHz and |g C |/2π = 5MHz, which are experimentally realistic parameters [46] . To remain specific we model the explicit time dependence of the laser-ion coupling through the pulse shape given in Eq. (41) so that g L (t) = f(t)g L , and assume |g L |/2π = 5MHz, for the peak value of the corresponding coupling constant. In view of the experiment reported in Ref. [10] this is a moderate assumption. For the value of the detuning of the laser and cavity electric field from the excited state |c , we assume |∆|/2π = 250MHz |g L |, |g C |, so that the condition for the adiabatic elimination of the excited state is satisfied. The parameters for |g L |, |g C | and |∆| lead to |g|/2π = 100kHz, for the peak value of the Raman coupling constant and the assumption of the badcavity limit where |g| κ is justified. Furthermore, this value for |g| and the value of the Stark shifts induced by the laser pulse and the cavity electric field, |δ a,b |/2π = 100kHz, are well below the typical trap frequencies ν x,y /2π ≈ 10MHz, in experiments with Be + [10] , so that the assumption of the low-excitation regime is valid. With these parameters and the expression for the laser pulse shape given in Eq. (41) the argument of the exponential term in Eq. (43) can be calculated explicitely and the condition in Eq. (50) imposes the limit
on the duration of the external laser pulse. This condition also satisfies the requirement
x,y ≈ 16ns, so that the bandwith of the pulse is small when compared with the separation of the vibrational sidebands. For T L = 100µs, the probability in Eq. (43), P (T L ) = 99.8%, and the detection of the photon transmitted from the cavity represents a near perfect projective measurement of the ion in its electronic state |ψ el = |b . Thus, through the introduction of a low-Q optical cavity we are able, in a particular limit, to read out the error syndrome which is stored in the electronic ground states without disturbance of the motional state. The duration of the projective measurement can be shortened for larger values of the Raman coupling constant |g|, which may be achieved through an increase of the electric field of the triggering laser pulse, if at the same time the trap frequencies can be increased to remain in the low-excitation regime.
V. THE UNITARY INVERSION
In Sections III and IV we have described how to encode the qubit in stable motional basis states and how to detect the quantum jumps associated with the master equation given in Eq. (9) . We now turn to the unitary inversion of the detected quantum jumps, the processes which constitute step (ii) of our stabilisation scheme as depicted in Fig. 1 . In the case where no quantum jump has been detected through the interrogation process described in Section IV the ion is left in the motional state given in Eq. (23) which is identical to the initial motional state in Eq. (5), so that no further manipulation is required to restore the quantum information to the original basis states. On the other hand, the detection of a quantum jump associated with the decay channelĈ x,y results in the state
corresponding to the channel operatorsĈ x andĈ y , and the states |ψ ± x,y have been given in Eqs. (26) and (27) . The unitary restoration of the quantum information then requires the transformation
The generation of this transformation is not simple. The best solution would be to directly generate the unitary operator in Eq. (53) by "dialing up" a specific finite unitary operator which acts within the twodimensional motional Hilbert space. Although there has been some discussion concerning the generation of any given finite unitary operator [48] , this has yet to be implemented for the states of motion of a trapped ion. We were able to find a discrete, finite two-mode unitary transformation which will effect the restoration in Eq. (53) [49], but we know of no systematic physical mechanism which could implement this transformation. In the absence of such a mechanism we are forced to look for a particular sequence of processes that will effect the unitary inversion of the quantum jumps associated with the decay channelŝ C x andĈ y as in Eq. (53). We will attempt to avoid the use of resonant interactions as they are prey to severe timing constraints. Instead, we will effect the restoration using two adiabatic transfer processes and a single, intermediate stimulated process. We will only describe the procedure which accomplishes the transformation in Eq. (53) for the case where a quantum jump via theĈ x = √ γâ x channel has been detected. The case for theĈ y = √ γâ y channel is almost identical. After the detection of a quantum jump associated with the decay channel C x , the ion is left in the product state |ψ x = |ψ vib x ⊗ |a , where the motional state is
and where the coefficients c ± are unknown, as seen from Eqs. (24) and (26) . The first step in the restoration of the state |ψ vib x to the original state |ψ vib will be to coherently add one quantum to the vibrational excitation in the x direction. To accomplish this we make use of adiabatic passage techniques [50] , which have previously been studied in the context of coherent population transfer [51] . We coherently transfer population between the electronic states |a and |b through a pair of overlapping, time-delayed laser pulses which are known as the pump and the Stokes pulse [51] . More specifically, we assume that the laser which generates the pump pulse is resonant with the |a ⇔ |c transition, and the laser that generates the Stokes pulse is tuned to the first red sideband of the |b ⇔ |c transition, and aligned with the x axis. As shown in Appendix B, this excitation of the Λ system, depicted in Fig. 2 , is described by the HamiltonianĤ
where the time dependence of the coupling constants g a (t) and g b (t) stems from the dimensionless shapes f a (t) and f b (t) of the pump and the Stokes pulse as seen from Eq. (B6). The above Hamiltonian possesses the particular instantaneous eigenstate
whose corresponding eigenvalue vanishes. This eigenstate does not contain any contribution from the excited state |c , and is generally known as a "dark state" [52] . The explicit time dependence of this state is given through the quantities
The addition of a single quantum in the vibrational excitation along the x direction is accomplished through adiabatically following the dark state in a counter-intuitive pulse sequence, where the Stokes pulse overlaps but precedes the pump pulse [51] . In this situation the dark state |ψ nxny (t) dark = |n x , n y ⊗|a , before the pump pulse is turned on, and |ψ nxny (t) dark = |n x + 1, n y ⊗ |b , after the Stokes pulse is turned off, independent of the vibrational excitation numbers n x and n y . If the pulse sequence is performed adiabatically the system follows the dark state given above and, after the adiabatic passage, the ion is left in the state
This is accomplished without severe constraints on the pulse durations and amplitudes, as long as the process is performed adiabatically. The adiabaticity condition is satisfied if
where T is the duration of the adiabatic passage [51] . In addition we note that in the adiabatic limit, the excited state |c does not get populated during the entire process, so that spontaneous emission plays no role.
In the second step of our unitary restoration of the quantum information to the original basis states we coherently split the electronic population associated with the motional state |4, 0 , in the superposition of Eq. (57), without affecting the state |2, 2 . This is accomplished through a unitary time evolution governed by the Hamiltonian
whose generation through two pairs of lasers that drive a stimulated Raman transition between the electronic states |a and |b , follows closely the manner in which the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (32) was constructed. The first pair of Raman lasers is arranged so that the wavevector difference δk (1) is aligned with the x axis, whereas, for the second pair of Raman lasers, we assume that the wavevector difference δk (2) is now aligned with the y axis. Following Eq. (30), this gives rise to the Hamiltonianŝ
for the first and the second pair of Raman lasers, respectively. Here, we have further assumed the LambDicke limit [27, 28] , and η
= η, for the Lamb-Dicke parameters, which can be accomplished through an appropriate choice of |δk| (1) and |δk| (2) as seen from Eq. (31) . Given that the laser phases are arranged such that g (1) (t) = −g (2) (t), the dynamics generated by the combination of the two pairs of Raman lasers is described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (59), and the coupling constant is given by Eq. (35) . The resulting time evolution is identical to the one in Eq. (36), but where nowχ = |g|(â † xâ x −â † yâ y ). With the particular choice A = π/16|g|, for the generalized pulse area in Eq. (29), the Raman-induced dynamics leave the ion in the state
after the second step in our unitary restoration.
In the third and final step, we complete the transformation in Eq. (53) through a second adiabatic transfer process which is similar to the one that we have employed in the first step. Starting from the state given in Eq. (61), we recombine the electronic population in the state |b by adiabatically transferring the population from the electronic state |a to the state |b , such that the motional excitation is simultaneously transferred from the x into the y direction. This is done through an adiabatic passage in counter-intuitive pulse sequence as described above but where we now assume that the laser which generates the pump pulse is aligned with the x axis and tuned to the fourth red sideband of the |a ⇔ |c transition. The laser that generates the Stokes pulse is tuned to the fourth red sideband of the |b ⇔ |c transition and aligned with the y axis. As discussed in Appendix B, this leads to the Hamiltonian
which has the important property thatÛ comb ≡ e −iĤ comb t/ ≡ 1 on the states |4, 0 ⊗ |b and |2, 2 ⊗ |b . The only component in the superposition state of Eq. (61) which is affected by the adiabatic transfer is the state |4, 0 ⊗ |a . This state coincides with a component of the dark state associated with the above Hamiltonian
for n x = n y = 0, before the pump pulse is turned on. As before, the time dependence of the dark state is given through the quantities
, so that after the Stokes pulse is turned off, the state |4, 0 ⊗ |a has been adiabatically transferred to the state |0, 4 ⊗ |b . The adiabatic process generated by the pump and the Stokes pulse then leaves the ion in the product state |ψ = |ψ vib ⊗ |b , where the motional state
and where we have chosen the two lasers beams to be π out of phase so as to cancel the accumulated phase acquired by |0, 4 ⊗ |b . The final state in Eq. (64) is identical to the initial motional state in Eq. (5), and thus the stable motional basis states given in Eq. (22) have been completely restored.
To summarize the various steps in the above proposed restoration of the qubit after the detection of a quantum jump associated with theĈ x channel: we first adiabatically increased the excitation number of the ion's motion along the x direction using two time-delayed laser pulses. Secondly we coherently split the electronic population associated with the motional state |4, 0 into the superposition |a + |b using a unitary transformation which we generated through a stimulated Raman process induced by two pairs of laser beams. The third step of the restoration sequence then served to establish the superposition |4, 0 + |0, 4 in the motional basis states and at the same time disentangled the ion's motional and electronic degrees of freedom. This final step was achieved through a second adiabatic transfer process generated by two time-delayed laser pulses.
To complete our analysis of the time scales associated with our stabilisation scheme, we examine here the adiabatic transfer processes involved in the unitary inversion of the detected quantum jumps. From our discussion at the end of Section IV A we can estimate the duration of the laser pulse that generates the intermediate, resonant step which led us from Eq. (57) to Eq. (61), to be T L ≈ 8µs. The minimal duration of the adiabatic transfer steps is limited by the adiabaticity condition in Eq. (58). This is essentially controlled through the magnitude of the coupling constants |g a | and |g b |. We consider here the second adiabatic transfer process since this involves the excitation of the ion's fourth vibrational sidebands which is highly suppressed through the smallness of the Lamb-Dicke parameters η x,y . More specifically |g a,b | = η 
on the duration of the pulses that generate the adiabatic transfer and where we have assumed the pulse shape given in Eq. (41) . The duration of this process may be shortened for larger values of the resonant coupling strengths |g a,b |, which would however require a simultaneous increase in the trap frequencies so as to avoid the off-resonant excitation of other than the chosen sidebands. Following our assessment for the duration of the various processes involved in our stabilisation scheme (Eqs. (42), (51) and (65)), we can estimate the total duration of steps (i) and (ii) indicated in Fig. 1 to be of the order of 1ms, with currently available technology. With this result we can give a figure of merit for the performance of our scheme. We assume τ = 10ms, for the period with which we interrogate the dissipative system evolution and γ = 0.1s −1 for the decoherence rate. With these values the probability for two quantum jumps to occur during the time interval τ equals the probability for a single quantum jump to occur during the interrogation process and is of the order of 10 −2 . Our stabilisation scheme then suppresses the rate of decoherence by two orders of magnitude. We note that this is not a fundamental limit and can be improved through reducing the duration of the operations that constitute step (i) and (ii) in Fig. 1 . As discussed above this would primarily require an increase in the trap frequencies ν x,y , beyond current laboratory values.
VI. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have considered the active stabilisation of a qubit which is stored in the bosonic motional degrees of freedom of an ultra-cold ion and which is suffering a particular type of motional decoherence. Through a quantum-trajectory analysis of the dissipative system evolution associated with a finite-temperature master equation we were able to uncover particular basis states with which to encode the qubit and which obey the necessary criteria for the effect of a single quantum jump and the absence of quantum jumps associated with this form of decoherence to be unitarily reversible. We found that there exists a duality between the different unravelings of the master equation and the form of the stable basis states associated with each unraveling. Based on this duality we chose a form for the basis states such that the signature of the quantum jumps can be extracted through two consecutive binary interrogations. These interrogations determine if a single jump has taken place and if so, which type of jump. The final stage of the interrogation involved the reading out of the information held in the electronic states. We proposed a method which, through coupling the ion to a low-Q optical resonator, can transfer this electronic information to the environment with very little disturbance to the motion. Finally, the unitary inversion of the detected quantum jumps required two adiabatic processes and one stimulated process. The entanglement (Section IV A), and unitary inversion (Section V), steps utilized, at most, two pairs of Raman lasers. This should be experimentally feasible. The repair operation described here is completely unitary, and does not make recourse to any non-unitary probabilistic operations. Thus it should be ideally suited to operate on single systems such as the ions in a quantum computer. In addition to being stable against the effects of a zero-temperature bath, we have shown that the particular encoding found is also stable against the effects of a thermal bath. This result might prove very significant as thermal noise plays a large role in the systematic sources of decoherence in trapped ions [13] . However, we have restricted our discussion regarding the quantum jump detection and inversion processes to the case of a zero-temperature bath. The case of a thermal bath will be better formulated when the separate issue of the generation of any given motional unitary operator has been solved. The entire process of restoration was made possible by the a priori knowledge of the type of dissipation present. In a typical experiment, there will be many varied sources of noise and for the above stabilisation to be useful, information concerning the various sources decoherence must be experimentally obtained. Finally, it would be very interesting to learn whether the above formal analysis concerning the existence of stable bases extends to more complicated types of dissipation. The practical implementation of such extensions will, however, pose a formidable task. Periodically performed projective measurements on the system: With a period τ we interrogate the dissipative system evolution.
Step (i) serves to determine whether a quantum jump has occurred in the preceding time interval τ. If a quantum jump is detected in step (i) this is reversed through a unitary operation in step (ii) and the quantum coherence in the system is restored to the original state. is now arranged so that the wavevector difference δk (1) = k To perform a measurement of the ion's electronic states |a and |b without significantly disturbing the motional degrees of freedom the ion is surrounded by a low-Q optical cavity and excited by a laser pulse with electric field envelope E(t) as indicated in (a). The laser and cavity electric fields resonantly couple the two states |a and |b and induce a stimulated Raman transition between those states as shown in (b). In the bad cavity regime this transition is overdamped. The excited state |c is detuned by a large enough amount ∆ that it is never appreciably excited. If the electronic state of the ion |ψ el = |b , then the laser pulse transfers the population into state |a and simultaneously excites the cavity mode which rapidly decays into the external field in the form of a single photon wavepacket. On the other hand if the electronic state of the ion |ψ el = |a , no photon is generated. In this situation the presence (absence) of a transmitted photon which is observed through placing a detector in the cavity output channel as indicated in (a), constitutes a measurement of the ion in its electronic state |b (|a ).
APPENDIX A: PULSED STIMULATED RAMAN TRANSITIONS
The transition between the two ground state hyperfine levels |a and |b can be driven by two lasers connecting these two states to a common excited state |c , in a stimulated Raman scheme [33, 34] , as indicated in Fig. 2 . We briefly review this here for the case of a pulsed transition and derive some of the notation necessary for our discussion in Section IV A. The stimulated Raman transition is driven by the electric field 
E(t) = E
where E a (t) = E a f(t), and E b (t) = E b f(t) are the electric field amplitudes of the two lasers and f (t) is a dimensionless pulse shape, which we assume to be the same for both lasers. In Eq. (A1) we have denoted the frequency of the laser driving the |i ⇔ |c transition by ω ci , and the corresponding wavevector is given by k i , where i = a, b. To generate the stimulated Raman transition between the two states |a and |b without populating the upper level |c , we assume both lasers to be far detuned from the excited state |c and denote the corresponding detuning by ∆ i = (ω c − ω i ) − ω ci . We are considering a resonant two-photon transition between the states |a and |b so that
for the detuning of the two lasers from the excited state |c . In the dipole approximation, and after performing the optical rotating wave approximation, we can adiabatically eliminate the excited state |c under the conditions |∆| |g a (t)|, |g b (t)|, as shown in [34] . Here we have defined the dipole coupling constants g i (t) = f(t) g i = f(t) i|℘|c E i / , and℘ is the dipole operator. After the adiabatic elimination we obtain the HamiltonianĤ 
which describe the excitation of the Λ system depicted in Fig. 2 with two laser pulses that drive specific vibrational sidebands of the dipole transitions |a ⇔ |c and |b ⇔ |c , respectively. Here, we briefly describe the details of this excitation. Vogel and de Matos Filho [45] , have shown that the excitation of the dipole transition |i ⇔ |c , (where i = a, b) with an electric field
which is tuned to the κth red sideband of the transition is described by a nonlinear κ-quantum JaynesCummings model in the formĤ = − g i (t) exp −η 
where j = x, for the case of aligning the wavevector k i with the x axis, and j = y, for the case of aligning k i with the y axis [45] . Here we have defined the dipole coupling constantsg i (t) = f i (t)g i = f i (t) i|℘|c E i / , where℘ is the dipole operator and the dimensionless quantity f i (t) gives the time dependence of the electric field amplitude as in Eq. (B3). The Lamb-Dicke parameters are given by η x = ∆x 0 |k i | and η y = ∆y 0 |k i | for the case of aligning the wavevector with the x and y axis, respectively. In the LambDicke limit η x,y 1 [27, 28] , and we retain only the leading order term in the Lamb-Dicke parameter to obtainĤ = − g i (t)e 
With this result, the pulsed excitation of the Λ system with two laser beams is described by the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (B1) if the laser that drives the |a ⇔ |c transition is aligned with the y axis and tuned to the κ a th red sideband, and the laser that drives the |b ⇔ |c transition is aligned with the x axis and tuned to the κ b th red sideband. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (B2) is obtained for the same sideband detunings but where the laser that drives the |a ⇔ |c transition is aligned with the x axis, and the laser that drives the |b ⇔ |c transition is aligned with the y axis. The coupling constants in Eqs. (B1) and (B2) are given by
where i = a, b, and the Lamb-Dicke parameters η a,b = η y,x in Eq. (B1), and η a,b = η x,y in Eq. (B2). The time delayed pulses are characterized by f a (t) and f b (t) which give the dimensionless pulse shape.
